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Abstract

Behavioral studies have provided evidence that the processing of a musical target is faster and more accurate when it is harmonically
related to the preceding prime context. We investigated the neural correlates of processing related and unrelated musical targets that were
presented at the end of musical sequences. Participants were scanned with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while
performing speeded intonation judgments (consonant versus dissonant) on the target chords. Behavioral results acquired in the scanner
replicated the facilitation effect of related over unrelated consonant targets. The overall activation pattern associated with target processing
showed commonalities with networks previously described for target detection and novelty processing. The blood oxygen level-dependent
(BOLD) signal linked to target processing revealed activation of bilateral inferior frontal regions (i.e. inferior frontal gyrus, frontal
operculum, insula) that was stronger for unrelated than for related targets. We discuss our results with regard to the role of these areas in
the processing and integration of temporal information.
   2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction perception with priming paradigms. In language, the
processing of a target word is facilitated (i.e. responses are

The processing of an event is influenced by the context faster and more accurate) if this word is semantically
in which it occurs. Context effects have been well estab- related to the prime context or if it is more frequently
lished in language perception and more recently in music associated to it [69,73,78]. Similarly, in music perception

the processing of a target chord is facilitated if this chord
is harmonically related to the prime context. Harmonic

Abbreviations: BA, Brodmann area; BOLD, blood oxygen level relatedness means that, in pieces from the Western tonal
dependent; EPI, echo-planar imaging; ELAN, early left anterior negativi- repertoire, the type of chord used as a target is frequently
ty; ERAN, early right anterior negativity; ERP, event-related potential;

associated to events belonging to the prime context. InfMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; HRF, haemodynamic
language, the prime context can consist of a single word, aresponse function; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; IFS, inferior frontal sulcus;

IPG, inferior parietal gyrus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; LPC, late positivity sentence or a paragraph [45,74,92]. In music, it can consist
component; mERAN, magnetic early right anterior negativity; MEG, of a single chord or a chord sequence [15,16]. Neural
magnetoencephalography; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; MIDI, musical correlates of context effects have been investigated exten-
instrument digital interface; RATP, right early frontal negativity; RC,

sively with both electrophysiological (ERP) and brainrelated consonant; RD, related dissonant; SFG, superior frontal gyrus;
imaging (PET, fMRI) methods for language perceptionSMA, supplementary motor area; SPM, statistical probability map; STG,

superior temporal gyrus; STS, superior temporal sulcus; UC, unrelated (e.g. Refs. [8,9,25,37,38,58,59,66,72,82,88,93]), but rela-
consonant; UD, unrelated dissonant tively infrequently for music perception
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prime context and the to-be-processed target event are outcome suggesting that implicit knowledge of tonal
based on regularities of Western tonal music. These harmonic structures has been acquired through mere
regularities are mainly based on associative combinations exposure of musical pieces obeying these regularities (see
(i.e. frequencies of co-occurrence and frequency of occur- Ref. [96] for a formal account). The tonal knowledge is
rence) between musical events. The basis of the Western activated by the context and allows the listener to develop
tonal system is a set of twelve tones (C–C[–D–D[–E– expectations for further musical events. These expectations
F–F[–G–G[–A–A[–B) that is combined into subsets are then more or less fulfilled (or even violated), which
of seven tones, the scales. For each tone of a scale, chords influences the processing of the musical event as reflected
(combinations of three tones, for exampleC–E–G for a C in the priming data.
Major chord) can be defined. The tones in a scale and their The influence of a musical context has also been shown
associated chords define a higher level of organization in with neurophysiological measurements: the same musical
the tonal system: the keys. The seven tones that belong to event evokes a stronger P3b or late positive component
the underlying scale are in-key tones, the remaining five LPC (peaking around 500 and 600 ms) when it is unrelated
tones are out-of-key tones. Similarly for chords, in-key to the context than when it is related ([10–12] for tones;
chords are differentiated from out-of-key chords. Hierar- [46,77] for chords). The amplitude of the LPC increases
chies of functional importance exist among tones and with increasing harmonic violation: the positivity is larger
chords belonging to a given key, with the tonic tone and for distant-key targets than for closely-related key targets
tonic chord (based on the first degree of the scale) being at which in turn is larger than for in-key tonic targets [46,77].
the top of tonal and harmonic hierarchies, respectively (i.e. Neurophysiological correlates of musical expectancy are
representing the most important events of a key). In a reported also for finer harmonic differences between target
given musical piece, tones and chords belonging to one chords. Based on the priming material of Bigand and
key are frequently associated together. As the tonal system Pineau [17], Regnault et al. [87] reported that less related,
is based on a restricted set of events, the same event can weakly expected target chords (i.e. subdominant chord)
define an in-key or an out-of-key event or can take evoked a P3 component (200–300 ms latency range) with
different levels of functional importance—always depend- larger amplitude than did strongly related tonic targets.
ing on the established key. Extensive behavioral research Both musician and nonmusician listeners were sensitive to
has provided evidence that even nonmusician listeners are changes in harmonic function of the target chord due to the
sensitive to the context dependency of musical events and established harmonic context.
the associated changes in tonal functions depending on the In a similar vein, Koelsch et al. [52] reported nonmusi-
context [5,13,27–29,35,44,55–57,95]. cians’ sensitivity to violations of musical expectancies in

Musical priming research concentrates on the influence chord sequences. Independently of the task (i.e. detecting
of a harmonic context on the processing of a target chord. timbral deviances while ignoring harmonies (exp. 1 and 2)
For this purpose the harmonic relationship between the or explicitly detecting harmonic chord structures (exp. 3
target chord and its preceding prime context (that can be and 4)), an early right-anterior negativity (named ERAN,
either a single chord or a chord sequence) is systematically maximal around 150 ms) reflects the expectancy violation
manipulated. For example, the same target chord can be in the key context. A right-hemisphere negativity in
preceded by either a prime chord belonging to the same response to out-of-key target chords (N350) has been also
key (harmonically related context) or a prime being observed by Patel et al. [77] (right antero-temporal
outside this key (unrelated context). In the experimental negativity RATN) who suggested links between the RATN
session, half of the target chords are mistuned or rendered and the right fronto-temporal circuits implicated in work-
acoustically dissonant. Participants make speeded accuracy ing memory for tonal material [103]. Both groups (see
judgments about the consonance/dissonance of the targets. Refs. [52] and [77]) suggested that the right early frontal
Results with single-prime contexts showed that consonant negativity (named ERAN and RATN, respectively) could
(in-tune) target chords are processed faster and more be related to the processing of syntactic-like musical
accurately if they are preceded by a harmonically related structures. They compared this negativity with an ERP
prime than by an unrelated prime [14,15]. The influence of component observed in auditory language studies for
the prime context has also been shown for longer chord syntactic incongruities: the left early frontal negativity
sequences with the target chord being the last chord of the ELAN (e.g. Refs. [36,37]) that is thought to arise in the
sequence. Facilitated processing has been reported not only inferior frontal regions around Broca’s area. Converging
for in-key chords over out-of-key chords [98] but also for evidence for the hypothesis on neural correlates of musical
in-key-chords with a more important harmonic function expectancy has been provided by a recent magneto-en-
(tonic chord) over in-key chords with a less important cephalography (MEG) study [64] using the musical materi-
harmonic function (subdominant chord) in the established al of Koelsch et al. [52]. The source localization of the
key [16,17,20,97]. The musical priming effects have been MEG signal placed the generators for the mERAN (the
observed for both musician and nonmusician listeners, an magnetic equivalent of the ERAN) in Broca’s area and its
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right hemisphere homologue. The deviant event elicited an deviant event), with an asymmetry in favor of the right
increased bilateral mERAN with a slight asymmetry to the hemisphere [64].
right for some of the participants. The source–localization
data from experiments using musical stimuli suggests that
Broca’s area and its right-hemisphere homologue are not2 . Methods
only involved in the processing of syntactic information
specific to language, but also in the processing of musical 2 .1. Participants
structures and musical syntactic-like relationships.

In our present study, we further investigated the neural Fifteen right-handed students from Dartmouth College
correlates of musical expectancy by using functional MRI (nine females, mean age 19.4 years, range: 18–27) partici-
associated with the harmonic priming paradigm. More pated in the experiment after having given written in-
specifically, we studied the role of right and left inferior formed consent. Number of years of musical training, as
frontal cortices in the processing of musical material. measured by years of instrumental instruction, ranged from
Eight-chord sequences were presented to the participants 4 to 12, with a mean of 8.2 (S.D.52.54) and a median of
who made speeded intonation judgments on the last chord 9.
of the sequence, the target. The harmonic relationship of
the target with its preceding prime context (the first seven 2 .2. Material
chords of the sequence) was strongly manipulated: the
target was either the most expected tonic chord of the Sixteen eight-chord sequences were chosen from the
prime key or an unrelated out-of-key chord. As in previous material of Bigand and Pineau [17], Pineau and Bigand
musical priming studies, half of the experimental se- [79] and Bigand et al. [20]. They all ended on the tonic
quences ended with a target chord that was rendered chord (i.e. the most important chord in the tonal hierar-
acoustically dissonant by adding an out-of-key tone to the chy). Each sequence was transposed into two harmonically
chord (e.g. C–E–G–G[–C). An event-related design distant keys that are close in pitch height: C Major and B
allowed us to use the harmonic priming paradigm with Major. The last chord of the sequence was defined as the
random presentation of related and unrelated contexts target. For the related sequences, the target was the tonic
associated with consonant and dissonant targets. For the chord (a C Major or B Major chord, respectively). For the
behavioral data, we expected faster and more accurate unrelated sequences, the last chord was transposed a semi-
responses for the consonant tonic chord (related context) tone up or down, resulting in a chord that is harmonically
than for the consonant out-of-key chord (unrelated unrelated to the key established by the first seven chords

1context). For the fMRI data, we investigated the overall (e.g. a sequence in C Major ended on a B Major chord). As
network of activation for the processing of context and of all sequences in the keys of C Major and B Major were
each of the target chords. We focused one part of the derived from the same original sixteen sequences, a
analyses on the inferior frontal regions, bilaterally (i.e. in physically identical chord, for example C Major (C2–E3–
the vicinity of the inferior frontal gyrus, pars opercularis) G3–C4), represented the related target in the C Major key
in order to further investigate the sensitivity of these sequence and the unrelated target in the B Major key
regions to the violation of harmonic relationships (related sequence.
versus unrelated target) and the violation of the sensory In order to create dissonant targets for the priming task,
consonance (consonant versus dissonant target). The unre- the sensory consonance of targets was altered by adding an
lated target can be defined as a contextual deviance (i.e. augmented fifth (G[3) to the root (i.e. C2–E3–G3–
the chord does not harmonically fit into the preceding G[3–C4). The stimuli were created in MIDI with Per-
context) and the dissonant target as an acoustical deviance former 5.3 Software (Mark of the Unicorn) and played
(i.e. due to the out-of-key tone, the chord contains a with sampled piano sounds produced by a KORG New
sensory dissonance). Based on previously reported data on SG-1D. Velocity, a MIDI parameter related to the sound
expectancy violation in music perception [52,64,77], the level, was constant for all pitches except for the added
inferior frontal regions were expected to be sensitive to augmented fifth whose velocity was decreased to temper
both types of deviances (i.e. stronger activation for a the salience of the dissonance and adjusted for comparable

salience among dissonant targets. Each of the first seven
chords sounded for 500 ms, the target chord sounded for
2000 ms and the inter-chord interval was set to 0. The

1In previous priming data, reliable context effects have been observed for sound stimuli were recorded with SoundEdit 16 software
consonant targets that correspond to lawful musical events in the Western(MacroMedia), and the experiment was run using
tonal system. Dissonant targets were only weakly influenced by the

PsyScope software [26]. In the scanning session, theharmonic context and this influence was not consistent over several
stimuli were presented over the left output channel andexperiments (with some showing crossover interactions between chord

types and context). then split in stereo. The sound material was presented via
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insert earphones (Tubephone� ER-30, Etymotic Research) the beginning of the rest period. After 35 s, a second noise
after having been filtered with a 31-band 1/3-octave band burst indicated the end of the rest period and the second
equalizer (Model 351, Applied Research Technologies) to block followed after 5 s. The end of the second block was
compensate for frequency attenuation due to the ear- followed by a noise burst and a final 35-s rest period.
phones. Participants wore ear-muffs (HB-1000, Elvex)
through which the earphones had been inserted and2 .4. Data acquisition
responded via buttons of a response interface (MRA Inc.).

Data were acquired on a General Electric Signa Horizon
2 .3. Procedures Echospeed MRI scanner (1.5 T). During the functional

scans, the BOLD response was measured using a single-
2 .3.1. Training phase shot gradient-echo-planar-imaging EPI sequence (TR5

Participants were trained to differentiate between con- 2000 ms;TE535 ms; flip angle 908; matrix 64364; field
sonant and dissonant chords outside the scanner. They had of view 2403240 mm). Each volume was comprised of 27
to make a consonant /dissonant judgment as quickly and contiguous axial slices with a resolution of 3.7533.7535.0
accurately as possible by pressing one of two keys of the mm. Prior to the functional scans, an anatomical T1-
computer keyboard. They were trained first with 32 weighted 2D-image (coplanar) was acquired with 27
isolated chords, then with 16 chord sequences. In both contiguous slices (resolution: 0.93730.93735.0 mm) in
phases, stimuli were presented in random order and the the same planes as the functional images (TR5650 ms;
next trial began when the participant pressed a third key. TE56.6 ms; flip angle 908; matrix 2563256; FOV 2403
An incorrect response was accompanied by an alerting 240 mm). At the end of the scanning session, an ana-
feedback signal. tomical high-resolution T1-weighted 3D-image was ac-

quired with 124 contiguous sagittal slices (TR525 ms;
2 .3.2. Behavioral procedure in the scanner TE56 ms; FOV 2403240 mm; flip angle 258; matrix

Crossing the within-subject factors Harmonic Related- 2563256; resolution 0.93730.93731.2 mm). The func-
ness (related/unrelated) and Target Type (consonant /dis- tional scans were initiated using a TTL pulse delivered to
sonant) produced four possible versions for each of the 32 the scanner from the computer running the experiment
(related) sequences (16 in C Major, 16 in B Major). Each with Psyscope. During each run, the same computer sent
participant heard 128 sequences, distributed over four runs. event markers at the onset of every event to a second
Each run lasted for 6 min 14 s, and contained two blocks computer recording these markers together with the output
of 16 chord sequences (four sequences for each of the four of the response box.
experimental conditions) presented in random order. The
sequences within a block were in the same key (in C 2 .5. Data processing and analysis
Major or in B Major). Half of the runs started with a block
in C Major, followed by a block in B Major. Inside a Data processing and analyses were conducted using
block, the inter-trial interval (ITI) between sequences was SPM99 with default settings, unless further specified
set to 2500 ms in average (with a jitter of6500 ms). (http: / /www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The first 15 EPI vol-
Participants were required to judge as quickly and accu- umes acquired during the beginning rest period were
rately as possible the consonance/dissonance of the target discarded prior to data processing and analyses. For each
chord by pressing one of two buttons of the response box, functional run, the functional images were motion cor-
using right and left thumb, respectively. No feedback was rected relative to the first image of the first run. A mean
given. For each run (Fig. 1), the first block was preceded functional image was created that allowed the coregistra-
by a 30-s rest period, followed by a 250-ms noise burst tion of functional images to the coplanar T1-weighted
indicating that the first sequence would start in 5 s. The image using a mutual information algorithm [63]. The
first and second blocks were separated by a 41-s rest coplanar images were coregistered to the high-resolution
period. After a delay of 1 second, a noise burst indicated 3D-images that in turn were spatially normalized to the

Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) T1-template images
[32,67]. The normalization parameters were applied to the
functional images that retained the original voxel size.
Normalized images were smoothed with a 63638 mm
(FWHM) gaussian smoothing kernel.

Functional data were analyzed for task-related activation
using the general linear model and the theory of random

Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of the time course of one run. A run fields [39]. Regression coefficients were estimated for the
started either with 16 sequences (s1 to s16) in C Major followed by 16

four target types of correct trials time-locked to thesequences in B Major or the reverse.n represents the noise burst
beginning of the target chord (related consonant, RC;indicating beginning and ending of the blocs with chord sequences, ITI

refers to inter-trial-interval. related dissonant, RD; unrelated consonant, UC; unrelated

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
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Table 1dissonant, UD), for context sequences (the first seven
Behavioral priming data (percentages of correct responses and correctchords), for noise bursts, for middle and ending resting
response times) of the pretest

periods and for target events of incorrect trials (regrouped
% Correct Resp. Response timestogether over experimental contexts in a single regressor).

The onset times of events were determined with the Consonant target
Related 96.65 (1.06) 796.14 (40.73)recorded event markers relative to the beginning of each
Unrelated 76.79 (4.03) 1079.61 (51.2)run. The regressors for the four target types of correct

Dissonant targettrials, the noise bursts and the error trials were modeled as
Related 87.95 (3.65) 907.84 (51.48)events with the canonical haemodynamic response function
Unrelated 94.87 (1.69) 866.25 (44.62)in SPM99. The regressors for contexts and resting periods

Standard errors are indicated in brackets.were modeled as epochs with a boxcar waveform con-
volved with the same haemodynamic response function.
Additional regressors comprising a linear trend in each run 0.001 andF(1,13)546.35; P,0.001, respectively. There
and the estimated motion parameters were included in the were no other significant effects.
model [40].

Statistical parametric maps SPMs were created for the 3 .2. Behavioral data
following contrasts: Context minus Rest; Consonant targets
(RC1UC) minus Dissonant targets (RD1UD), Dissonant The behavioral priming data of the scanning session
targets (RD1UD) minus Consonant targets (RC1UC); confirmed pretest results and showed an influence of the
RC minus UC; UC minus RC. In addition, SPMs were harmonic context on target chord processing. Percentages
created for each of the four targets separately in order to of correct responses and response times for correct re-
identify regions that correlated, for each target type, with sponses (Table 2) were analyzed by two 232 ANOVAs
the convolution of the canonical haemodynamic response with Relatedness and Target Type as within-subject fac-
function and vector of target onsets. For each contrast, the tors. For accuracy data, the main effect of Relatedness was
statistical map from each participant was entered into a significant;F(1, 14)512.75;P,0.01; with more numerous
group analysis. Statistical parametric maps for the group correct responses for related contexts than for unrelated
data were projected on the averaged T1-weighted ana- contexts. For response times, the main effect of Related-
tomical image (based on the T1 3D-images of all particip- ness;F(1,14)541.22; P,0.0001; and its interaction with
ants). Regions with activations significant at the cluster Target Type were significant;F(1,14)568.87,P,0.0001:
level were identified with the atlas of Duvernoy [30] and For consonant targets only, responses were faster for
are listed in Tables 3–6. related than for unrelated contexts. There were no other

significant effects.

3 . Results 3 .3. fMRI data

3 .1. Pretest 3 .3.1. Context minus rest
When contrasting the context (the first seven chords of

Prior to the fMRI study, the experimental material and each sequence) with the rest sections, significant BOLD
procedures were tested outside the scanner with 14 par- signal increases were observed in temporal, frontal and
ticipants listening through regular headphones (Sony parietal areas (Table 3). Extensive areas of the superior
MDR-V600). Number of years of musical training, as temporal gyrus (STG) were activated bilaterally. Both
measured by years of instrumental instruction, ranged from medial and dorsal superior frontal gyrus (SFG) were
0 to 9, with a mean of 4.1 (S.D.53.82) and a median of activated during context listening. In addition, the posterior
3.5. The pretest confirmed a strong influence of harmonic cingulate gyrus along the midline and the right angular
relatedness on target chord processing. For consonant
targets, correct responses were more numerous and fasterTable 2

Behavioral priming data (percentages of correct responses and correctfor related than for unrelated targets. The reverse relation
response times) collected during the acquisition of functional MR imageswas observed for dissonant targets. Percentages of correct

% Correct resp. Response timesresponses and response times for correct responses (Table
1) were analyzed by two 232 ANOVAs with Relatedness Consonant target
and Target Type as within-subject factors. For accuracy Related 98.33 (0.80) 671.55 (33.63)

Unrelated 88.96 (3.62) 824.20 (45.29)data, the main effect of Relatedness and its interaction with
Target Type were significant;F(1,13)517.58;P,0.01 and Dissonant target

Related 96.04 (0.71) 747.42 (40.47)F(1,13)526.46; P,0.001, respectively. For response
Unrelated 91.88 (2.38) 761.17 (49.43)times, the effect of relatedness and its interaction with

Target Type were also significant;F(1,13)556.74; P, Standard errors are indicated in brackets.
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Table 3
aActivations for the comparison context minus rest

Lobe Region BA Hemisphere x y z Z-score

Frontal SFG medial 9 /8 Left 24 52 45 4.05
Right 15 49 45 3.84

SFG dorsal /SMA 6 Left 24 0 65 3.67
Precentral gyrus 6 (/4) Left 252 28 50 4.21

Temporal STG 41 Left 249 222 5 5.01
42/41 256 215 5 4.83
42/22 260 234 10 4.2

42 Right 56 219 5 5.67
22/42 68 230 5 3.91

Parietal Posterior cing. gyrus 23 Left 24* 219 35 4.0
Angular gyrus 39 Right 52 260 35 3.54

* Denotes activation pattern that extends bilaterally. If for an anatomical location more than one set of coordinates is given, the coordinates denote the
extent, rather than the center, of the activation.
a SPMs were thresholded atP,0.001 (uncorrected) and activation areas significant at cluster level are listed.

gyrus showed increased BOLD signal when listening to the (IFG), the right superior parietal gyrus (SPG) and the right
context sequence. parietal operculum. In addition, increased BOLD signal

was observed in the left STG as well as the right insula
3 .3.2. Consonant versus dissonant targets and the right medio-dorsal thalamic nuclei. For the Con-

The comparisons between consonant and dissonant sonant-minus-Dissonant contrast, additional BOLD signal
targets (averaged over related and unrelated contexts) increases were observed in right inferior temporal sulcus
reflected differences due to handedness of the responses and left subiculum.
(Table 4). Increased BOLD signal was observed in the left
cerebellum and right precentral gyrus (with cingulate 3 .3.3. The four targets: RC, RD, UC, UD
sulcus, postcentral sulcus and gyrus) for the Dissonant- Fig. 2 outlines the activation areas for each of the four
minus-Consonant contrast and in the right cerebellum and targets. In parallel, Table 5 lists the regions significantly
left postcentral gyrus for the Consonant-minus-Dissonant activated at the cluster level for each of the four targets.
contrast. Beyond these differences, the Dissonant-minus- The four targets were associated with a network of
Consonant contrast showed activation in both parietal and activation including frontal and parietal areas as well as
frontal areas, notably in the left inferior frontal gyrus cerebellum and widespread thalamic activation. In the

Table 4
aActivations for the comparisons between consonant and dissonant targets

Contrast Lobe Region BA Hemisphere x y z Z-score

Consonant2Dissonant
Frontal Postcentral gyrus 1/3 Left 245 222 60 5.08

252 219 55 4.8
Temporal Inf. temp. sulcus Right 60 249 210 4.5
Other Subiculum Left 215 234 25 3.52

Cerebellum Right 26 260 220 4.45

Dissonant2Consonant Frontal IFG/pars triangularis 45/47 Left 241 26 5 3.93
Cingulate sulcus Right 8 28 50 4.74
Precentral gyrus 4 Right 26 211 60 4.85

34 222 65 4.73
Temporal STG 22 Left 264 245 20 4.39
Parietal Postcentral sulcus Right 56 222 50 5.71

Postcentral gyrus 3 Right 38 230 65 4.66
Sup. parietal gyrus 7 Right 30 249 55 4.06
Parietal operculum Right 49 222 25 4.7

Other Insula Right 45 24 15 4.37
Thalamic nuclei Right 11 222 0 3.79
Cerebellum Left 28 252 210 4.91

222 252 220 4.83
a SPMs were thresholded atP,0.001 (uncorrected) and activation significant at cluster level are listed.
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Fig. 2. Group (N515) image showing significant correlations of the observed BOLD signal with the ideal haemodynamic response function for each of the
four targets (RC, RD, UC, UD). Activations are thresholded atP,0.01 and superimposed on the average T1-weighted anatomical image based on all
participants. The white contour is the inclusion mask which shows the edges of the volume that contained data from all participants.

frontal lobe, activation areas were found in the IFG Furthermore, all targets showed some activation in the left
bilaterally, the right middle frontal gyrus (MFG) as well as subiculum (activation was not significant at the cluster
the superior medial frontal gyrus extending to the anterior level for RD).
cingulate sulcus and gyrus. In posterior areas, bilateral In addition to the activation pattern that was common to
activation of the supramarginal and posterior cingulate gyri all four target types, differences among responses to the
were observed for all targets. The supramarginal gyrus targets were observed. Overall, the extent of activation was
activation was widespread for all targets and extended to smaller for RC targets than for RD, UC and UD (the three
the intraparietal sulcus IPS. This area of activation extend- targets representing either an acoustical or contextual
ed over the IPS to the angular gyrus on the right for RC deviance). For example, the right MFG activation was
targets and spilled down to the right ascending segment of extended and included rostral activation in the inferior
the superior temporal sulcus (STS) for UD targets. In frontal sulcus (IFS), bilaterally, for RD, UC and UD
addition, there was bilateral activation of insular regions: targets (but not for RC targets). In addition, the cingulate
anterior insula adjacent to the frontal operculum (IFG, pars sulcus and gyrus were activated in response to RD, UC and
opercularis region) and more posterior insula regions UD targets (cf.y515, Fig. 2). A third area showing
including the circular insular sulcus (ventral and dorsal). differences in the extent of activation as a function of
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Table 5
aActivations for the four targets: related consonant (RC), related dissonant (RD), unrelated consonant (UC) and unrelated dissonant (UD)

Lobe Region Hemisphere RC RD UC UD

x y z Z-score x y z Z-score x y z Z-score x y z Z-score

Frontal IFG 44/45 Right 56 11 5 3.39 52 15 5 3.49 56 11 10 3.75 56 11 5 3.4
IFG/ Insula Left 249 15 25 3.55 238 15 0 3.54 238 15 0 4.36 234 19 10 4.15

238 15 0 3.81
Right 45 11 25 4.09 45 11 0 3.99 49 15 25 4.37 41 15 25 4.37

41 11 5 4.05 45 8 5 3.92
MFG/IFS 46/10 Left 245 41 15 3.44 241 38 15 3.36 241 38 15 3.44

Right 49 41 5 3.23 49 38 10 3.72
MFG 46/9 Right 49 38 25 3.58 38 38 25 3.2 49 38 25 3.9 49 38 25 2.99

38 49 20 2.94 52 22 35 3.35 49 41 10 3.45
SFG medial 8 Left 0* 22 45 3.23 0* 26 45 3.74 0* 30 50 3.67 0* 26 45 3.23

6 Right 0 15 60 3.6
Cingulate sulcus Left 0 38 25 3.41

Right 4 34 25 3.45 8 30 35 3.87
Cingulate gyrus 24/32 Left 0 15 35 3.15 24 41 15 2.54

Right 0 0 40 3.1

Parietal Post. cing. gyrus 23/31 Left 0* 234 30 4.13 0* 222 30 4.08 24 226 30 4.13 24 222 30 4.13
Right 4 238 25 4.3 4 211 30 3.82

Supramarg. gyrus 40 Left 264 226 35 4.34 264 226 35 4.2 249 249 50 4.14 64 222 30 4.12
245 249 60 3.33 249 249 55 2.83 264 230 40 3.48 264 230 40 4.04

Right 68 226 30 4.05 68 226 30 4.48 68 226 30 3.26 64 234 40 4.18
56 238 55 2.87 45 252 60 3.178 49 252 55 3.23 45 252 60 3.68

Angular gyrus/ IPG Right 52 252 50 3.5

Other Insula anterior Right 41 11 215 3.56 34 22 5 3.86 34 22 5 3.68
Insula posterior Left 241 28 10 3.35 241 0 210 3.33 245 24 5 3.89 241 24 10 3.62

241 28 25 3.03 241 215 10 3.10 245 215 25 3.2
Right 41 211 0 3.91 45 211 0 3.86 45 28 25 3.65 45 211 0 3.61

38 0 5 3.46
Thalamic nuclei Left 215 215 15 4.17 211 211 15 4.23 219 215 15 4.54 211 211 15 4.29

211 24 15 4.13 211 0 10 4.10 211 0 10 4.39
Right 11 24 15 3.85 11 24 10 4.53 11 4 0 3.53 8 4 0 3.86

11 219 15 4.79 11 24 10 3.86 15 28 15 4.9
Caudate nucleus Left 211 4 10 4.14 28 8 0 4.67
Subiculum Left 215 234 210 3.53 219 226 210 3.94 215 226 215 3.27
Lingual gyrus 17/18 Left 0 286 25 3.42 0 286 25 3.49
Cerebellum Left 234 268 225 4.58 28 252 25 5.36 234 260 230 5.15 28 245 215 5.04

219 275 220 3.06 234 260 230 5.35 28 279 235 4.07 234 260 230 4.58
28 279 235 5.2

Right 4 245 215 4.02 4 275 215 5.08 22 279 220 4.3 4 245 215 4.58
45 268 230 3.97 38 268 230 4.8 34 264 230 3.8 22 268 235

If x50: activation pattern is classified to the hemisphere where it extends to, except if activation pattern extends bilaterally, then *.8Indicates that thep-value for this activation is 0.051.
a SPMs were thresholded atP,0.01 (uncorrected) and activation significant at cluster level are listed.
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target type was the inferior frontal region: the bilateral opercularis, activation extending to the anterior insula was
activations of an area around the frontal operculum (IFG, significantly stronger for UC than for RC targets. In
pars opercularis, extending to anterior insula) were larger addition, bilateral activation was observed in the thalamic
for RD, UC and UD targets than for RC targets. Finally, nuclei and caudate nucleus.
right angular gyrus activation was observed for RC only.

3 .3.4. Consonant targets: related versus unrelated 3 .3.5. Region of interest analyses
The direct comparisons between RC and UC controlled In right and left hemispheres, a region of interest around

for handedness as all correct responses to consonant targets the frontal operculum was defined on the basis of the mean
involved the right thumb. Both contrasts (RC2UC and T1-weighted anatomical MR image. The region was
UC2RC) included frontal and parietal activation areas, but centered on the frontal operculum and encompassed in-
in different regions. The UC-minus-RC contrast showed ferior parts of the inferior frontal gyrus, pars opercularis,
more extensive activation than the opposite contrast (Table and the anterior insula. Anterior (y5130) and medial
6 and Fig. 3). For RC relative to UC targets, significant (x5130/230 betweeny5130 and118, x5635 between
BOLD signal increases were observed in the left SFG, y518 and118) borders were limited by adjacent white
right postcentral gyrus and, bilaterally, in angular gyrus matter. The posterior end was defined on the basis of
and precuneus along the midline. When comparing UC to coronal slices in the Duvernoy [30] atlas reporting frontal
RC targets, bilateral activations in posterior cingulate operculum areas up toy5110. Dorsal and ventral borders
gyrus and IPS were observed (right IPS activation failed to were set toz5110 andz5210, respectively. The lateral
reach significance at the cluster level;P50.067; Z53.89; borders were defined atx5660. For areas more posterior
x530, y5260, z550). In frontal areas, right lateralized thany5118 and more lateral thanx5645, the ventral
activation was observed in the MFG, IFS and anterior border was restricted toz525 in order to avoid the
cingulate gyrus. Bilateral activation was observed in the temporal lobe.
medial SFG that extended on the right into the cingulate For each participant, contrast images of the four targets
sulcus. The extended activation in inferior frontal regions (RC, RD, UC, UD) were analyzed inside the defined
observed for UC targets (Fig. 2) was confirmed in the region (P,0.05). Fig. 4 shows the numbers of significantly
present contrast relative to RC targets: The IFG, pars activated voxels (Fig. 4a) and theZ-scores for these

Table 6
aActivations for the comparisons between related consonant and unrelated consonant

Contrast Lobe Region BA Hemisphere x y z Z-score

Related consonant2unrelated consonant
Frontal SFG medial 10 Left 28 64 5 2.9

SFG 10/9 Left 211 60 25 2.76
Parietal Postcentral gyrus 3 Right 60 219 35 3.28

Angular gyrus Left 245 275 30 3.1
39 Right 52 256 45 3.45

Precuneus 7 Left 211 252 50 2.98
Right 0 245 55 3.05

Unrelated consonant2related consonant
Frontal IFG/pars opercularis 44/45 Left 252 8 0 3.08

Right 49 15 0 4.04
IFG/ insula Left 238 19 5 4.17

Right 34 22 0 3.89
IFS Right 45 26 20 3.9
MFG 46/9 Right 41 34 25 3.62
SFG medial /SMA 6 Left 28 4 60 3.34

Right 8 8 60 3.29
Cingulate sulcus Right 4 4 45 3.36
Cingulate gyrus 31 Right 15 0 40 3.73

32 11 19 35 3.03
Parietal Post. cingulate gyrus 23/31 Left 24 234 30 4.26

IPS Left 234 260 55 2.96
Other Thalamic nuclei Left 215 211 5 3.46

Right 11 215 25 3.48
Caudate nucleus Left 28 8 5 3.23

Right 15 11 15 3.36
Cerebellum Left 219 241 220 3.42

a SPMs were thresholded atP,0.01 (uncorrected) and activation significant at cluster level are listed.
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Fig. 3. Group (N515) image showing significant differences in BOLD signal (P,0.01) between RC targets (blue) and UC targets (red). Activations are
superimposed on the average T1-weighted anatomical image based on all participants. The white contour is the inclusion mask showing the edges of the
volume that contained data from all participants.

Fig. 4. Number of significantly activated voxels (left) andZ-scores of these activated voxels (right) in the defined region of interest around the frontal
operculum. Data are presented as a function of hemisphere (left / right), harmonic relatedness (related/unrelated) and target type (consonant /dissonant) and
are averaged over all participants (N515).

relatedness effect was observed essentially for consonant
activated voxels (Fig. 4b) for each target averaged over targets (F(1,14)517.42, P,0.001 for voxel numbers and

2participants. Two 23232 ANOVAs were performed with F(1,14)518.44,P,0.001 forZ-scores) and not for disson-
Relatedness (related/unrelated), Target Type (consonant / ant targets. However, the interaction between Relatedness
dissonant) and Hemisphere (left / right) as within-subject and Target Type was significant neither for voxel counts
factors with voxel counts andZ-scores as dependent (F,1) norZ-scores (F51.95,P50.18). For the number of
variables, respectively. For both dependent variables, the activated voxels, the relatedness effect was more pro-
main effect of Relatedness was significant;F(1,14)56.89, nounced in the right hemisphere than in the left hemi-
P,0.05 for voxel counts andF(1,14)518.46,P,0.001 for sphere, as expressed in the significant interaction between
Z-scores. Activated voxels were less numerous and showed Relatedness and Hemisphere;F(1,14)54.71, P,0.05. In
a weaker averageZ-score in the related context than in the addition, more voxels were activated overall in the ROI of
unrelated context. Planned comparisons indicated that this the right hemisphere than of the left hemisphere;F(1,14)5

10.69; P,0.01. The main effect of Hemisphere failed to
2 reach significance forZ-scores,F(1,14)53.14, P50.098,The activated areas and associatedZ-scores reflect the degree to which

as did the main effect of Target for the number of activatedthe observed BOLD signal fit with the ideal haemodynamic response
function that was used to define the target events in the design matrix. voxels (F(1,14)52.83, P50.11).
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4 . Discussion pal complex. The direct comparison between novel and
non-target stimuli revealed bilateral activation in the IFG,

In previous research on music perception, it has been insula, inferior parietal lobe and in inferior, middle and
well established that a musical context influences the superior temporal gyri. We did not observe STG activation
processing of a target event. In the present study, we for the four targets nor in the direct comparison between
investigated the neural correlates of musical priming. RC and UC. In contrast to Kiehl et al. [51], the four targets
Participants judged the sensory consonance of a target that were not presented in isolation, but followed directly the
was either harmonically related to the context and fit the seven-chord context. It can be suggested that due to the
established expectations, or unrelated to the context and preceding context STG activation did not result in an
violated expectations. The behavioral data acquired during additional activation peak in response to the target as
the scanning session replicated previously observed facili- modeled by the event-related haemodynamic function in
tation effects due to harmonic relatedness: the processing the design matrix.
of a consonant target was faster and more accurate if it was The target chord processing in the musical priming task
related to the context than if it was unrelated. In the was associated with an activation pattern that contained
following, we discuss first the overall network of activa- network components observed in target and deviance
tion that has been observed for the four target types and detection in oddball paradigms. This outcome suggests that
highlight some of the involved brain structures (e.g. the neural circuitry observed for simple oddballs is acti-
posterior cingulate, MFG). We then discuss the in- vated for acoustically complex events in musical se-
volvement of the inferior frontal areas in target chord quences. In addition, the activation of some components
processing and integrate the musical priming data into data depended on the target’s characteristics, notably in how far
sets previously reported for both music and language the chord fit or violated the expectations built up by the
perception. prime context. The expectancy violation was either sen-

sory-acoustic or based on harmonic relationships. The
4 .1. The four targets—a network of activation involved dissonant-versus-consonant contrast showed for example,
in musical priming that activation in the IFG and parietal areas (parietal

operculum, SPG) was stronger for dissonant than for
The processing of the four targets was associated with consonant targets. Similarly, IFG, MFG, anterior and

bilateral activation in frontal (IFG, MFG, SFG, insular, posterior cingulate, thalamic nuclei, caudate, IPS and
anterior cingulate) and parietal areas (IPG, posterior cingu- cerebellum were more strongly activated for UC targets
late) as well as in the thalamic nuclei and the cerebellum. which violated harmonic relationships with the prime than
Comparable activation networks have been recently re- for RC targets. Furthermore, the overall network of
ported for target detection and novelty processing in both bilateral activation and, more specifically, the implication
visual and auditory modalities [51,61]. With the goals of of bilateral IFG (see below) suggest that neural correlates
understanding further target detection networks and of music perception (i.e. here the processing of musical
localizing P300 generators, Linden et al. [61] used the target events) are not restricted to the right hemisphere, but
oddball paradigm with auditory (1000 Hz tones versus are distributed throughout left and right cerebral and
2000 Hz target tones) and visual (sequences of small cerebellar hemispheres (see also Refs. [2,47,76]).
angles) stimuli while recording ERPs and BOLD re- The processing of targets in oddball paradigms and the
sponses. For visual and auditory stimuli, the target versus musical priming paradigm was associated with activation
non-target comparison revealed a network including bila- in the posterior cingulate (BA23/31). Posterior cingulate
teral supramarginal gyrus, frontal operculum, insula as activation has been reported in experimental situations
well as frontal midline SMA (supplementary motor area) investigating processes that might also be involved in
and anterior cingulate. When participants had to mentally music perception and target chord processing. In auditory
count the targets (instead of pressing a button) the poste- discrimination tasks, increased posterior cingulate activa-
rior cingulate (BA23) and right MFG were additionally tion has been observed for phoneme discrimination or
activated for auditory targets. A similar network involved judgments of rising and falling pitches [85]. One hypoth-
in target detection and novelty processing has been re- esis about posterior cingulate activation in our priming task
ported with a variation of the classical oddball [51]. A (for both context and target processing) is that the poste-
stream of non-target stimuli (1000-Hz tones) was inter- rior cingulate may be involved in perceptual processes
rupted every three to five stimuli either by a target stimulus aimed at increasing the perceptibility of the musical
(1500-Hz tones) that participants had to detect with a material against the background noise of the MRI system.
button press or by a novel stimulus (e.g. tone sweeps) that This hypothesis is based on Lockwood et al. [62] who
did not require a response. Target processing activated reported activation in middle and posterior portions of the
bilateral IFG, MFG, anterior STG, inferior and superior cingulate gyrus (BA23) (4238 24) for the perception of
parietal lobes, anterior and posterior cingulate, lateral sounds at different intensities. As activation was maximal
frontal cortex, thalamus, caudate and amygdala/hippocam- for sound stimuli at low sound intensities (30 dB HL for
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0.5 kHz) and less prominent at higher intensities, the A further region involved in target processing is the
authors suggested that posterior cingulate regions act as MFG whose activation was mostly right-lateralized, but
gain or volume control. In our study, this gain control also present on the left for RD, UC and UD targets. In the
would become even more important in cases with expec- direct comparison between UC and RC, MFG activation
tancy violation, notably a harmonically unrelated chord was significantly stronger for UC targets in the right
that was consonant (UC2RC, Table 5). hemisphere. This activation might be linked to monitoring

An alternative hypothesis for posterior cingulate activa- demands of the task that were higher for consonant
tion is derived from studies on cognitive processes (such as judgments of UC targets because of the contextual expec-
text comprehension or memory), notably because it might tancy violation. In a recognition memory task where
be argued that listeners integrate incoming sounds with participants had to recognize ‘old’ words from the previous
previously heard ones. When unusual stories were pro- study phase and to distinguish them from new words that
cessed and the narrative information had to be linked to were either related or unrelated to the old words, von
prior knowledge and integrated into a previously estab- Zerssen et al. [99] reported activation of the right MFG
lished situation model of the story, activation was reported (BA9/46) for correct rejections of related new words.
in the posterior cingulate, though in even more posterior The right angular gyrus was activated significantly only
regions (0 246 28, BA31) [65]. In other studies on for RC targets. The RC target respected harmonic relations
language processing and memory, posterior cingulate and fulfilled listeners’ expectations—in contrast to the
activation was reported in similar regions as in our study. incorrect UC ending. In an implicit learning study using
However, in contrast to the observed stronger activation artificial grammars, Skosnic et al. [91] reported right
for UC than RC, stronger posterior cingulate activation angular gyrus activation when contrasting grammatical
was reported for coherent than for incoherent sentence versus non-grammatical trial types after the learning phase.
pairs in text comprehension (BA23/31,25 234 39) [33], In language processing, however, it is essentially the left
for real words in contrast to random letter strings (23 236 angular gyrus that is described as part of a semantic
24) [48] and for correct responses to previously seen processing network (see Ref. [21] for a review): increased
(‘old’) words in recognition memory (22 233 33, BA23) activation is reported when sentences have to be processed
[99]. [6], unrelated words are presented slowly [84] and the

Aside from language processing, posterior cingulate meaning of words has to be accessed [83]. A neurological
activation has been observed during emotional responses to case suggests that the inferior parietal regions in the right
consonant and dissonant musical material. Blood et al. [22] hemisphere also play a role in music understanding and
reported positive correlations between increasing unpleas- music appreciation: lesions close to the angular gyrus (i.e.
antness ratings of musical stimuli and posterior cingulate supramarginal gyrus, temporo-parietal areas) caused al-
activation (BA23/31,23 233 32). If we argue that a tered perception of musical form and of emotional com-
strong expectancy violation (as with UC targets) is an ponents of music [68].
unpleasant experience for the listener in comparison to a The processing of the four targets was associated with
fulfilled ending (as with RC targets), then increased activation in anterior insula (in combination with inferior
posterior cingulate activation for UC is consistent with frontal activation, see below) and posterior insula. Activa-
Blood et al. [22]. tion of the insula was observed in the oddball tasks

The activation network in the priming task is compar- discussed above, but also in the processing of melodies
able not only to networks implicated in target detection [80,103], of moving sound stimuli [42] and in the detection
and novelty processing, but contains components that have of auditory–visual stimulus onset asynchronies [50]. For
been reported for selective attention and general attentional melody processing, insula activation was observed in a
demands of tasks. A right hemispheric fronto-parietal task on rhythm processing [80] and in a task in which the
activation pattern that included right IFG (BA45) and IPG first and last notes of a melody were compared [103].
(BA40) was observed in neuroimaging studies involving Platel et al. [80] suggested that the (left) insula and
sustained or selective attention to sensory input patterns, as Broca’s area are involved in the processing and memoriz-
for example to auditory stimuli in a sound intensity ing of sequential sound information. Griffiths et al. [42]
discrimination task [7] or to visual and sensory stimuli in suggested that the insula is acting as an auditory associa-
detection of changes [75]. In the musical priming task, IFG tion cortex involved in sound movement analysis. Con-
and IPG were activated bilaterally for target chord process- nections have been described between the insula and
ing. Bilateral activation of inferior frontal and parietal auditory regions [60], and with the frontal operculum, the
networks involved in auditory attention has been reported medial area BA6 as well as orbital cortex and cingulate
for syllables [85] and for musical streams [47]. In the gyrus [3]. In the musical priming paradigm, we observed
musical priming task, the target processing involved also insula activation in combination with frontal operculum
activation of the anterior cingulate, more specifically in its activation. The outcome suggests that these structures are
dorsal, ‘cognitive’ division that is part of a distributed involved in the integration of incoming sound stimuli over
attentional network [23]. time (including the comparison of new sounds with
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previously heard ones). We turn to this point in the next The harmonic relatedness of the target chord manipu-
section. lated in the present study is based on music theoretic rules

(i.e. ‘musical syntax’): the related target belongs to the
4 .2. Inferior frontal activation in target processing same key as the chords of the prime context, the unrelated

target is an out-of-key chord belonging to a very distant
The processing of the four targets was associated with key. This manipulation implies that (a) the related target is

bilateral activation in the frontal operculum area (including frequently associated with events of the prime context
ventral IFG and anterior insula). These frontal areas were when musical pieces of the Western tonal repertoire are
sensitive to the manipulation of target type and prime analyzed, and (b) tones of the related target occur in the
context, with a weak hemispheric asymmetry to the right. prime context. The first aspect of the musical material
The RC target that fulfilled expectations and represented a means that our harmonic priming situation opposes target
deviant neither on an acoustic level (as dissonant targets) events that have strong versus weak association strengths
nor on a contextual level (as unrelated targets) activated in musical pieces obeying the Western tonal system. The
the fewest voxels and with the lowestZ-scores. The fMRI data showed increased BOLD signal in the IFG
number of activated voxels increased for unrelated targets (ventral regions) for target events that are weakly associ-
and acoustic deviants. The data are in agreement with the ated with the prime context (e.g. UC targets). Interestingly,
mERAN source localization in bilateral inferior frontal IFG activation has also been reported in language studies
regions with a weak right-hemispheric asymmetry [64]. manipulating the associative strengths of words. Bilateral
The two data sets provide converging evidence that IFG activation was increased when the word serving as cue
Broca’s area and its right-hemisphere homologue are not was weakly associated to the to-be-selected target word
involved solely in language processing. This finding can be [101] and when categorically related word pairs were
integrated with a variety of other results showing that compared to unrelated pairs [53]. In a lexical decision task,
Broca’s area and its right homologue participate in non- increased left IFG activation was observed for semantically
linguistic processes [1,43,61,71,85] besides their roles in unrelated pairs in comparison to related pairs [102].
semantic [81,100], syntactic [25,31] and phonological The second aspect of the musical material suggests that
functions [34,81,85]. a component of repetition priming might be involved in

As reported above, the inferior frontal areas are also our data. In repetition priming for objects and words,
associated in target detection and novelty processing decreased inferior frontal activation (including the bilateral
[51,61]. These activation patterns suggest the role of these frontal operculum) was reported for repeated items in
areas in processing and integrating (auditory and visual) comparison to novel items [54] or for familiar words in
information over time and the comparison of older stored comparison to novel words [82]. In our study, the fre-
information with newer incoming information—processes quency of occurrence of tones of the target was not kept
that include time and memory. More specifically, bilateral constant between related and unrelated conditions, but the
frontal opercular activation was reported for the processing tones of the related target occurred more often in the prime
of timing information [90], when movements had to be context than those of the unrelated target. The link with
synchronized to a sensory event [86] or when participants repetition priming data suggests that the weaker activation
had to time the perceptual anticipation of a sensory event of the IFG area for RC targets might also involve
[80,89]. Fuster [41] summarizes the higher integrative repetition priming for neural correlates in musical priming.
functions of the prefrontal cortex and underlines its However, this suggestive hypothesis needs further inves-
importance in temporal information processing. The lateral tigation by systematically manipulating the musical materi-
prefrontal cortex has both retrospective and prospective al, especially in the light of recent behavioral studies
roles in integrative temporal functions. The retrospective providing evidence that harmonic priming is not only
role is specifically analyzed in studies on working memory based on sensory priming components (e.g. repetition of
(see Ref. [24], for a review) observing, for example, tones), but includes a cognitive priming component. The
increased inferior frontal activation with increased sent- musical sequences were constructed in such a way that less
ence complexity [49]. The prospective role shows its related targets shared more tones with the context than did
involvement in expectation and preparation of anticipated related targets [18] or that the target was immediately
events (e.g. planning steps [4]). In the musical priming preceded by the same chord [19]. The behavioral data
paradigm, chords of the sequence are stored in sensory always show facilitated processing for related targets,
memory, activate a given key representation and give rise supporting the hypothesis that listeners have internalized
to expectations for further events, notably for consonant Western tonal regularities by mere exposure.
events that are harmonically related to the prime context. If With regard to the neural substrates of target detection
the incoming chord does not fit with previous information and processing of novel or unrelated events, the question is
and expectations, the integration demands necessary for raised in how far the inferior frontal activation observed in
this event are more complex and inferior frontal activation musical priming is specific to musical syntax processing or
is increased. if it is more generally linked to musical deviance process-
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ing (i.e. sensory dissonance). If considering consonant musical material suggest an influence of the association
targets only (RC versus UC), results suggest that inferior strengths of to-be-processed events, notably weakly associ-
frontal regions are sensitive to harmonic expectancy ated events are linked with stronger activation of the
violation and imply a processor of music-syntactic rela- inferior frontal areas than frequently associated events.
tionships. However, data of dissonant targets suggests that These findings suggest a link to long-term memory:
these regions are also sensitive to other types of violations, previously stored knowledge about possible relations and
notably the violation of sensory consonance. More voxels their frequency of occurrence influences the processing of
were also activated for acoustically deviant targets without incoming events. Depending on the current context, the
syntactical violation (the RD targets), even if this increase listener’s knowledge allows the development of expecta-
was weaker than for contextual deviance (UC, UD). In tions for typical future events. The comparison of expected
addition, it is important to note that due to the strong versus incoming events (i.e. via integrative processes)
harmonic manipulation, the unrelated target (even if it is allows the detection of a potential deviant, incoherent
consonant in itself) creates a harmonic dissonance with the event (in our case the deviance in musical syntax and
preceding context since it does not share as many har- acoustic consonance). The processing of deviants, or more
monics with the context as does the related target. Because generally of less frequently encountered event groups may
of this contextual dissonance, our musical material does then require more neural resources than processing of more
not allow extracting solely expectancy violation due to familiar or prototypical stimuli.
harmonic relationships (see Ref. [94], for a definition of
two components of musical consonance). Interestingly,
mERAN and ERAN activity were observed with a chord

A cknowledgementsthat (even if consonant in itself) was deviant not only
because of its harmonic structure, but also because of two
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